Host SMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host SMDave says:
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Sits on the Bridge looking over some of the Starfleet information on Commander Kaamal.::  Self: Hmm not a whole lot here, but it will have to do.
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
@::flying the CAP nearby the Claymore, awaiting the launch of Magic Squadron to join them::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::rubs his already tense neck after getting everyone up to speed on the situation::
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
::On the bridge, overseeing the final repairs that can be made without interference::
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
#::feels a little melancholy after leaving her grandfather and boarding the runabout, but excited at the same time about their new assignment::  CTO:  The trip went quickly.  You are looking forward to seeing our new shipmates?  ::looks curiously at Kizlev as she lays a hand on his arm::
Host SMDave says:
ACTION: A small vessel appears on long range sensors
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
<SO_Ens_Fauche>  CO:  Runabout just appeared.  We have more company.  Looks to be Federation.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::On the bridge, at the OPS station finishing up the list.::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
#::is in the co-pilot's seat on the runabout, checking his instruments and spots the Claymore and the planet just ahead as the pilot drops the ship to impulse:: SO: Indeed...from one ship to another. Such is the way of things in Starfleet. I trust the atmosphere of this crew will be more...adventurous and trusting than those we left behind.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::notices Renor sitting next to him and is about to head to the ready room when he hears the communication:: ASO: A runabout? Not the most impressive diplomatic vessel... ::looks the other direction:: OPS: Commander, hail the incoming vessel.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::walks over to the CO.::  CO: Sir here is that first list you requested.
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
@*Dresden*: We're ready for Magic and Recon, Daemon.  Launch when able.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
CO: Aye sir.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
<SO_Ens_Fauche> CO: The runabout is just dropping out of warp, Sir.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Opens a hailing frequency and attempts to hail the incoming vessel.::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::takes the padd and on an act of faith, hands it to Renor:: CNS: You might as well look at the ammunition we're going in to battle with, Counselor.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Takes the PADD from Captain Daylan.:: CO: I'll take a look at this right away Captain.  I hope its good news for us.
Host SMDave says:
ACTION: The runabout receives Claymore's hail.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
<Runabout pilot> COM: Claymore: We have passengers for you.  Brought in from docking with the Star of Peace earlier.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::watches the CO give the counselor the PADD.   Raising an eyebrow and thinking how did I know it was going to get passed on.::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
ASO: Unless this thing moves up to ramming speed, you can concentrate on your primary assignment for now.
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
<Capt. Dresden> OPS: Magic and Recon squadrons requesting permission to launch.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
<ASO_Ens_Fauche>  CO:  Yes sir.  Setting scans to coordinate with the CAG routines.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Starts to review the supplies on the PADD.::   Self: Ah smorgasbord of useless Starfleet crap.... oh wait a minutes.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
*Capt. Dresden*: Permission granted keep us appraised of your mission.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
CO: Sir it would appear the Runabout has incoming passengers for us.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
<TO_Ens_Grif> CO: Captain, all stations report Yellow Alert readiness and heavy patrols are being conducted shipwide. Should I lower the shields for the runabout?
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
<Capt. Dresden> *OPS*: Roger, launching.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::frowns, hoping it was the relief he'd asked for:: OPS: Request their manifest and check it against the latest dispatch from Starfleet. If it checks out, arrange transport and meet them in Transporter Room 2, Commander.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
CO: Aye sir.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::looks over his shoulder:: ATO: When they've received clearance.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
#SO: It's almost time. ::stands from his chair and thanks the pilot:: Let's get our things and stand ready.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
COM: *Runabout*: Requesting a copy of your manifest and standby.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Makes some notes over some spare medical equipment.::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
<TO_Ens_Grif> CO: Yes, sir.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Receives manifest and begins checking it to the latest dispatch from Starfleet. Raising an eyebrow and nods.  Seems everything is in order.::
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
@::waits for the arriving Kanedas to form up with his half squadron of nuggets::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::stands:: CNS: Mister Renor... ::gestures to the ready room's door:: If you please.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
COM *Runabout*: Prepare passengers for transport.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
# ::hears the pilot informing Kizlev and her that they are being checked over and should ready for transport.  Looks over at Kizlev, glancing at his wiggling antennae for a second.  Stands up at Kizlev's suggestion and grabs her gear::  CTO:  Ready to go.  I like the looks of this Claymore.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Stands still reviewing the list.:: CO:  Aye sir on my way.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Starts walking to the ready room.::
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Leaves Lt. Grey in charge of the OPS station and proceeds to Transporter Room 2.::
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
<Runabout pilot> COM: Claymore: They're already waiting for your signal to transport.  Whenever you're ready.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Enters Transporter Room 2 and nods to the transporter chief to energize.::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::follows Renor to the ready room:: CNS: How bad is this going to be, Renor?
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Enters the ready room still looking over the spoils...::
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Stands and waits for the passengers to arrive.::
Host SMDave says:
ACTION: The two new officers beam over to Claymore.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Looks up at Daylan.::  CO:  If we throw in the Claymore we may have something.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
#SO: I see nothing more or less of this Claymore in comparison to the Arondight. I rather judge the 'looks' of the ship by the spirit of its crew. ::grabs his bag, stands on the pad, and materializes on board the Claymore::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::narrows his eyes:: CNS: Let's leave that off the table for now.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  Honestly.  We have some medical and engineering supplies we can throw at them as well as some small replicators.....
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  We have a large assortment of phasers, all types, but I would not include them for obvious reasons.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::walks over to the CTO and SO.:: Welcome aboard I am Lt. Commander T'Shara.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::materializes on the transporter room pad, takes in a deep, reverent breath, and steps off, offering his hand to Rhianna as she steps down like a courtier would::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::shakes his head:: CNS: Transfer of weaponry is strictly prohibited. Replicators, perhaps. But I would like to avoid that for now. Have you found out anything useful for Commander Kaamal?
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  Some of these extra generators might be of use, but I have my doubts.  ::Looks back up from the PADD.::
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::feels herself tingle from the beam over and then sees the Claymore transporter room and immediately notes the pointed ears...like hers.  Gives Kizlev a glance::  CTO: As do I.  ::steps off the pad and strides directly to the Vulcan, raising the appropriate salute for her race::  OPS: Long life, Commander.  I am Lieutenant Rhianna Jakiel reporting.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  Some minor things.  I have found that SF has most of his early records so those will be useful,  but I can't find anything up until  he took command of the station.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
<Gives Kizlev a glance and takes his proffered hand>
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::turns to the OPS and darts his antennae at the Vulcan female, keeping his expression business-like:: OPS: I am Lieutenant Kizlev Hy'Qiin. May we see the captain?
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  I did memorize some of his earlier victories.  Two in particular while engaging the Romulans.
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
@::now satisfied with the current formation:: *CAP*: Alright folks, we're going to use this opportunity to do a little exploring.  I want three separate Pilum formations headed by a recon each.  I'm sending you the flight breakdowns now.  ::sends the info from his front panel::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
CNS: Significant victories?
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  Honorable victories.  He was out numbered and out gunned on both of them.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Sees that one of the new crew is Vulcan and raises her hand and salutes.::
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  There was plenty of kills on both sides, but at the end of the day he was victorious.
Host SMDave says:
ACTION: LRS detect a vessel dropping from warp and entering the system.  They are not on standard approach vectors.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::frowns and asks rhetorically:: CNS: Then how did he end up out here breaking rocks? It might be a bad idea to ask.
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
::sees the blip on sensors and takes a look at it::
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::smiles, sensing the mistake in race from T’Shara and is pleased::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
<TO_Ens_Grif> *CO*: It's getting busy around here, sir. Another ship is on sensors, dropping out of warp. Not on standard approach.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  I think we need to have someone ID the other vessels around the station.  I would suggest using visual ID and running through SF intel to find out who the commanding officers are.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  I can't find anything in the SF records on why or how Commander Kaamal ended up here.  With time we might be able to find something out, but I agree lets not ask.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
<SO_Ens_Fauche> ::puts her comm on a shielded channel::  *CAG*: Coordinating sensors with your ships.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::holds up his hand to Renor to hold on:: *TO* Get an identification on it.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
CTO: I believe he is in conference in his ready room at the moment.  I will show you to your quarters if you would like to put your things down.
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
@*SO Fauche*: Roger that.  Pay particular attention to our recon craft, they've got the nice sensor packages.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
<TO_Ens_Grif> *CO*: Scanning......it's a Breen warship. Weapons and shields inactive. They are on course towards the mine station.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Stops and listens to the message.::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
*TO* And their posture?
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::nods to T’Shara::  OPS: That would be excellent.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::respectfully bows his head and antennae to the Vulcan:: OPS: By all means. Thank you.
Host SMDave says:
ACTION: Two more ships show up on sensors from opposite directions.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::walks between the Vulcan OPS and Kizlev as they move down the hall after being told what their rooms are::  OPS: We have been looking over the crew manifest and current orders for your ship.  Are negotiations going well?
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Heads out of Transporter Room 2 and down the corridor to the TL.::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
<TO_Ens_Grif> *CO*: I see no aggressive moves on their part, sir. They may just be more competitors....wait, two more ships on sensors, coming in on opposite sides of the system. 
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::enters the turbolift and heaves one part of her gear up higher on her shoulder::
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
@*CAP*: Put a hold on those orders.  Tighten up while we find out who these new players are.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
CNS: I think we'll need to continue this conversation later. Pick our initial bid. We'll go with that for now.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::grabs Renor by the arm and heads back to the bridge::
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO: Aye sir I'll work on that.  ::Yanked back to the bridge as normal.::
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
SO: They are still in progress not sure if I would say they are going well.  The CO and CNS are meeting at the moment to go over a plan of what to do next apparently there are several others negotiating as well that we were not aware of.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::follows the OPS, wishing her pace were a bit more hastened, but remains patient and refuses to ask about the random pink bulkheads he sees along the way::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::returns to the bridge, clearly annoyed::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
TO: Do we have IDs on those new arrivals?
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::The TL stops on Deck 5::  CTO/SO: This is where your quarters are.  ::Walks down the corridor and stops at the two different rooms.::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
<TO_Ens_Grif> CO: One is a Ferengi Marauder, the other is a Tamarian Cruiser, sir.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
CTO/SO: If you would like to settle in you may or you can join me on the Bridge.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::frowns and turns around to Renor:: CNS: So all the 'delegates' brought war ships to the meeting?
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Enters the bridge and takes a seat next to the COs chair and works out the initial bid for the negotiations.::
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::leaves the turbolift for their floor::  OPS: Competitors.  Not something one would wish to see.  ::slows as they near Kizlev's room::   OPS:  Yes, ma'am.   If we could take just a minute to drop our gear off?
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Shrugs.:: CO:  Why not we did.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::grins and winks at Rhianna:: SO: Adjacent rooms this time. Quite fortuitous I'd say.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::merely smiles and uncharacteristically returns the wink, then turns business again::
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Looks back down at the PADD and frowns at the disappointing offer.::  Self:  Let’s try this again.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::smiles:: CNS: We're reputable.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Nods:: SO: Aye you may drop off your gear and then we probably should have you report in for duty on the Bridge.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
<SO_Ens_Fauche> CO: Still no sign of the D 7's, Sir.  Continuing to search.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Snickers.:: CO:  Agreed, but I assume everyone is saying that as well sir.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
SO: carry on.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
CNS: An unfortunate irony. But this situation has just become significantly more complicated and volatile. Do you expect anymore representatives?
CAG_Maj_Sirk says:
@::sees that nothing is blowing up so far and decides to continue on:: *CAP*: OK, back to it.  Three flights making exploratory passes through the system.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
OPS: Thank you, commander. ::goes into his room, sets down his bag and his cloth bound katana sword in his room and steps back out, waiting for Rhianna to emerge from her room across the corridor::
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Waits in the corridor for the CTO and SO to get situated.::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::can no longer hold back his curiosity:: OPS: I take it the pink bulkheads throughout the ship were some kind of accident, yes?
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Adds the medical supplies and the efficient energy relays.::  CO:  I didn't expect any of this Captain, since I was not on the bridge for a while,  but we could have the Vulcan's,  Algolians, you name it they might show up.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
:: walks through her quarters, giving it a once over, then drops her gear in her bedroom and turns smartly on her heel to join Kizlev.  Reaches up to adjust his collar slightly::  CTO:  You look good in that color.  I am glad to see you back protecting a ship.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
CNS: Then we should get this going as soon as possible, eliminate the advantage of any late arrivals.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::looks at OPS, waiting for her answer to Kizlev, having also wondered but did not want to ask::
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Raising an eyebrow::  CTO: Aye when we were docked at the K'unzel Station they were attempting to help with repairs and mistakenly painted the ship in areas pink.  I will warn you now that the Bridge is most of the way painted except a spot on the bulkhead behind the CO which we are getting to.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  I think that’s a call only Commander Kaamal can make.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
OPS:  I am relieved to hear it is a mistake.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  For now I think we sit and wait for a call from our host.  ::Smiles at the list.::  Self: Better than nothing.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
:;shrugs:: CNS: Klingons are notoriously impatient. Begin drafting a communication to the station. Obsequious if you wish. See if we can get a private audience to cut out the competition. We'll either get it or jump start this negotiation.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::smiles and tries hard to keep himself from passionately brushing his antennae upon Rhianna's forehead as she fixes his gold collar:: OPS: I see...I suppose such things can teach us to be humble, if not utterly embarrassed. Shall we be off to the bridge?
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Nods at the SO comment.::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::walks to the rear of the bridge:: CEO: How are we doing on those repairs?
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
CO: Almost complete. A few 'cosmetic' repairs remain
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
CTO: Aye this way.  ::Heads for the TL nearby and steps in holding the door for the SO and CTO.::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::enters the TL, and looks at Rhianna, wondering if the OPS has any idea if his...Imzadi is actually part Romulan::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::keeps his voice low:: Are we in shape if this situation turns ugly?
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Enters a message to Commander Kaamal requesting a private meeting to discuss Commander Kaamal's historical battles from Counselor Renor of the USS Claymore a noted fan.::
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO: Message sent sir.
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
CO: Yes.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::nods and pats his shoulder:: CEO: All right. I'm hoping this doesn’t go that way, but we've been caught flat-footed before.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::moves into the turbolift and makes room for Kizlev.  Takes a deep breath to ready herself to meet the Captain and take her post::  OPS/CTO:  I am very glad to be at science...finally.  It was always my passion.
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
CO: I've still got a few tricks up my sleeve ::wry grin::
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
TL: Bridge.  ::The TL rapidly begins to move and soon opens to the Bridge.::  SO: This is your first time at that post Lieutenant?
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::looks up and calls further down the bridge to where Renor is:: CNS: Is there any way you can communicate with the Ferengi trade market to get an idea of what our competition may be trading these days, or anything special they may have come in to recently that might affect our bid?
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::Waits as the doors open and allows the CTO and SO to exit first.::
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::nods at the Vulcan and steps out, then walks up to the Captain and waits for his notice::
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  I can make some inquires, but it may take some time and umm Latinum to get the information.
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::looks up as the lifts arrives, intending to ask T'Shara something and then notices the other two::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::holds his tongue to let the ladies mingle for a second, then exits the lift and stands at Rhianna's side near the captain::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::walks past him and toward the new arrivals, saying sideward:: CNS: Use discretion, but proceed. ::turns his attention to the young people::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
CTO/SO: Welcome aboard Claymore, Lieutenants. ::notices their pips::
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
::walks over to the Captain as well.::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
<TO_Ens_Grif> ::spots a long-haired Andorian with an almost too-gorgeous-to-be-real Vulcan looking lady next to him enter the bridge::
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::stands tall as she addresses her new Captain::  CO: Thank you, Sir.  Glad to be aboard.  I will take my station now if that is acceptable?  ::looks over at science and the girl sitting there::
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::gives introductions on behalf of Rhianna's hastiness:: CO: Greetings, Captain. I am Kizlev Hy'Qiin. This is Rhianna Jakiel. Reporting for duty as ordered.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Sends a message Ferengi Alliance to inquire about the negotiations.::
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Reads the incoming message.::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
CTO/SO: Actually, we have a more immediate problem. If I can have your orders to file them, Commander Hayward has been working on the problem of locating possibly hidden Klingon destroyers somewhere in the system. The situation outside has become fragile, so we want to account for these missing ships as soon as possible. ::gestures to Hayward::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
CTO/SO: He'll get you up to speed.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  Sir we have a private meeting with Commander Kaamal in 30 minutes.
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::looks the Ferengi over suspiciously, disliking the coldness of not being able to sense his emotions::
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
::moves to the new arrivals:: SO/CTO: Good to have you aboard
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
CO: Sir the sub-zero suits are ready and waiting.  And I will try to get that other list together you requested
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
CO:  Yes sir.  ::adjusts the padd under her arm and waits for Kizlev to move over to Hayward as the Captain gestured::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::nods to T'Shara:: OPS: Ready a dispatch to Fleet Command, inform them of the situation.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
::turns to Hayward:: CEO: Good to be here. You need help establishing a detection grid, yes?
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
CNS: Work the trade information for the moment then. We need to make a better second impression on Commander Kaamal than the first round.
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
CTO: I’ll bring you up to speed as to what we're up to so far
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  Aye sir I will also contact my father’s ship and see what else he can find.  We might be able to get some more to trade if we can guarantee some of the profit.
CTO_Lt_Kizlev says:
CEO: Excellent. Let's get started. ::nods to Rhianna and the captain and goes to work::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::nods:: CNS: And find out what you can about that Marauder and its commander as well.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
::Responds to Kaamal's office and RSVPs for 30 minutes for himself and Captain Daylan.::
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
::hands the pad to the Commander::  CEO: Good sir.  Let me know what you need set up.
OPS_LtCmdr_TShara says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Walks over to the OPS station and prepares to send a message to Starfleet Command informing them of the current situation on negotiations.::
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
::moves to the engineering consol:: CTO: It's not weapons we're after per se, the captain wants to be able to detect anything in stealth or cloaked mode.
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO:  Any thing else while I'm making a list of things to do sir?
SO_LtJG_Jakiel says:
CEO:  I am quite familiar with cloaks.  I can set up something to tweak their sensing.
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
SO: Look over what I've already done
CEO_LtCmdr_Hayward says:
SO: Any ideas are welcome
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::shakes head:: CNS: I think that's plenty, Counselor. If you wow me, maybe we can avoid another trip down to Deck Six. ::smiles::
CNS_ENS_Renor says:
CO: Nothing like a little pressure to ensure top performance.  ::Snickers.::
Host CO_Capt_Daylan says:
::takes his seat, hoping this can be carried out without a single shot fired::
Host SMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

